Academic careers
Mary Beard's take on the university
world over the past ten years
(December 20, 2019) is fixed on
teachers, the changing environment for teaching, and the outlook
for academic careers. To this can be
added a closely related matter, if we
speak of students and study trends,
by noting (a) that emolments in the
humanities (eg, history and literature) have declined rather sharply,
and (b) that students are increasingly squeezed by alarming debt,
owing to the costs of a higher education. As a result, many students
have turned away from the traditional· humanistic subjects to pursue studies that are more likely to
pay off in the consequent quest for
jobs. Do we not see here one of the
roundabout effects of the wellattested widening gap between rich
and poor? It is perhaps not surprising, therefore, that in the recent
election, more than 60 per cent of
voters under the age of forty cast
their ballots for the Labour Party
and the Liberal Democrats.
Ill Lauro Martines
London NW1.

Writer politicians •••
David Kynaston and Russell James
point out (Letters, December 20,
2019) that D. J. Taylor's survey of
writer-politicians left out Wilfred
Fienburgh and Julian Critchley. He
might also have included on the
grounds of political eminence, if
not of literary merit, Douglas Hurd,
who produced a number of political thrillers. More importantly,
Taylor fails to mention any women:
Ellen Wilkinson, between representing Middlesbrough East and
Jarrow, published The Division Bell
Mystery, while Edwina Currie's six
novels include A Parliamentary

Vox pop and Labour's losses
J

ames O'Brien explains the failure of the Labour Party
in the general election as being down to Labour
voters from the party's heartlands - "bricks in the
'red wall'" - switching allegiance to the Conservatives on
account of Jeremy Corbyn (December 20, 2019). While
I wouldn't deny that the Labour leader was a major
factor in Labour's defeat, it is not quite so simple as
O'Brien states.
First of all, O'Brien cannot make any generalizations
from his small sample of voters; this will depend on
the sample size, the ethnic background, gender, age
and occupation. In broad statistical terms I think there
was approximately an 11 per cent swing against Labour
in areas that voted for Brexit. The strength of this
swing related to the strength of the Brexit vote. In
non-Brexit areas, roughly 5 per cent swung against
Labour: so Brexit, not Corbyn, was the major factor,
although of course Corbyn was a negative factor too.
O'Brien then states that Labour's policies have "no
information for people getting by" and then proceeds
not to mention such policies as greater taxation for
richer people, improved basic wages, trying to ensure
that there are workers' rights in the EU negotiations,
nationalization of the railways to bring profits back to
the country. But the most glaring omission is austerity,
which according to the Royal Society of Medicine cost
30,000 lives in 2015 alone. How could none of O'Brien's
Labour-supporting callers consider this to be important?
Affair and This Honourable House.

Taylor's list is also exclusively
anglophone. One might profitably
compare and contrast British parliamentary novelists with, for
example, Christian Pineau, a
member of the Assemblee nationale throughout the Fourth Republic, foreign minister during the Suez
crisis, signatory of the Treaty of
Rome and prime minister for two
days in February 1955. Under the
Fifth Republic, when his only
elected office was conseiller general, he wrote children's books

O'Brien describes the election battle as being
between Jeremy Corbyn and Boris Johnson rather than
between Labour and the Conservatives. At the personal level, although he quite rightly criticizes the
Labour Party on the issue of antisemitism, he places
the major blame on Corbyn. There is no mention of
the relevance of criticism of Israel as being distinct
from antisemitism, or any mention of Windrush.
In discussing Corbyn's links with the IRA, O'Brien
omits any mention of the violence of loyalist paramili·
taries, the RUC, the British army and the links with the
Conservative Party. (Please note that I thoroughly condemn the IRA's dreadful violence; the point here is the
lack of a wider context.) In other words, Corbyn's
"inappropriate" behaviour in these areas may be to do
with his anti-colonialist stance.
O'Brien's callers don't seem to mention Johnson's
racism, the "Garden Bridge" fiasco, or his consistent
lying. And referring again to austerity: the taxpayer
bailed out the bankers in 2008, and the Conservatives'
response was to punish the working people for the
greed of the .bankers!
O'Brien maintains that his participants were
"thoughtful, informed and engaged voters"; it is certainly great to hear these voices, but the extent to
which they are informed, well, that's another issue.
!Ii Michael Moore
Loughton, Essex.

and novels, including the semi·
autobiographical Mon cher depute.
!l'! Mark Etherton
London W2.

••• and Oxford writers
The author John Meade Falkner
was an alumnus of Hertford Col·
lege, Oxford (see Letters, December
20, 2019). Though he is better
known for his swashbuckling novel
Moonfieet (1898), his earlier ghost
story "The Lost Stradivarius" (1895)
is set in the haunted rooms of a
student at Magdalen College.
Ill Christopher Goulding
Newcastle upon Tyne.
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The Encyclopaedia of Oxford not·
withstanding (vide J. H. C. Leach,
December 20, 2019), Cambridge
has indeed attracted the intense
attention of at least one novelist.
c. P. Snow's three novels, The Light
and the Dark, The Masters and The
Affair, are detailed and intimate
portrayals of the inner workings
of a college of the University of
Cambridge.
B Gerald Rabie

Grand Union
With apologies to Zadie Smith on
her latest book, Grand Union, but
when Kathryn Maris writes, "Grand
Union is an inspired title ... it bears
echoes of American Transcendentalism" (November 15, 2019), most
people over the age of sixty who
liv~. where this philosophical movement originated, in the American
northeast, would not finish that
phrase the way your reviewer does.
Say "Grand Union" to us, and
almost automatically "it ... echoes
... American" grocery store history,
TLS

that is, the very large chain of
American grocery stores that
started in Scranton, PA in 1872.
Grand Union numbered over 700
locations by 1931 and went on to
become a food business leader in
developing supermarkets and
superstores before gradually
declining in the 70s and 80s, filing
for Chapter 11 protection in the 90s,
and going bankrupt in 2001. Grand,
indeed.
Ill Charles Cantalupo
Bethlehem, Pennsylvania 18018.

Lost Hamlet?
The idea that the "priceless manu·
script" of Shakespeare's original
Hamlet was lost in the Globe
theatre fire of 1613 (see Eric Villiers's article "Boo!", December 20,
2019) was one of the theatre histo·
rian W. J. Lawrence's less well-supported speculations. Multiple contemporary accounts tell us that the
fire started during an afternoon
performance and although it was
fierce there was time enough for
the entire audience to evacuate and
only the building was lost. It is hard
to believe that in those circumstances no one from the theatre company thought to save the manuscript playbooks on which its future
depended.
!Ii Gabriel Egan
De Montfort University.

Problem of suffering
In his critique of the reductionism
that governs the neo-Darwinist
thinking of Richard Dawkins
(December 13, 2019), Rupert Shortt
observes that "[if] you grant that
God holds everything in being,
then you can see that part of the
beauty and truth of what God has

made is this whole flourishing of
living things". Yet, given the intrinsically violent nature of life, such
that nine out of ten living things do
not survive infancy, to say nothing
of the hardship and hazards that
degrade the existence of most adult
life forms to one of perpetual struggle and vigilance, "flourishing" and
"beauty" seem like loaded terms the terms of theists who just cannot
give up the belief in a benign and
omnipotent deity. At the very least,
neo-Darwinism can make sense of
the horrifying waste of life that
characterizes the "Creation".
illl Paul Maltby
Exton, Pennsylvania 19341.

Typographic firsts
It is disconcerting to see a review of

John Boardley's Typographic Firsts
by a book historian (Gill Partington,
December 13, 2019) that perpetuates the Eurocentric fiction that
printing with movable type was
invented by Gutenberg. One would
like to believe that the work of Dennis Twitchett (Printing and Publishing in Medieval China, 1983) and
Joseph Needham (Science and Civilization in China, vol. 5, Part 1,
"Paper and Printing", 1985) and
more recent studies by Tim Barrett
on how printing with movable type
may have reached Europe would
have convinced even the general
public that its origin is East Asian.
The oldest extant Asian work
printed with metal movable type is
a Korean Buddhist text dating back
to 1377 (kept in the National Library
of France).
ill Boudewijn Walraven
Leiden.

Capital punishment in France
The death penalty was not abolished in France in 1956 but in 1981,
and Landru's execution in 1922,
contrary to Ingrid Wassenaar's
assertion, probably had little to do
with it (In Brief, December 20,
2019). Opponents - from Victor
Hugo to Albert Camus - had failed,
but this belated achievement was
due largely to the Minister ofJustice
Robert Badinter, who had been
spurred by the condemnation of
Roger Bontems, not himself a murderer but who had been with
Claude Buffet when the latter killed
two hostages in a 1971 revolt in
Clairvaux prison. These executions
also prompted a song by Leo Ferre.
~~ Peter Cogman
Southampton.

Tuscan Piero
Please inform Paul Hills (December
13 2019) that "strictly speaking",
Piero della Francesca was born in
Tuscany (Borgo San Sepolcro), not
Umbria.
Ill M. Barry Katz
Monroe, New Jersey 08831.
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